Our Mission
We work to explore and provide insight into
contemporary ethical issues in order to educate the UNC
community through our blog posts. Posts range from
200-1000 words in length, and fellows select topics based
on their own interest in current events, ethical issues,
and moral queries. Posts are composed by fellows and
peer edited. Each blog post member has composed 3-5
posts over the year, for a upwards of 15 posts published!

Anna Fiore
UNC’s “Consultation” with Student Leaders: This article
examines the relationship between UNC’s outfacing
rhetoric about their decisions that impact student life and
the actual impact students are permitted to have on
University decisions
Morphowave: Privacy and Informed Consent on Campus:
UNC and the Campus Rec piloted “Morphowave” this year:
a new fingerprint scanning technology that makes life
easier for students and manufactures consent for
surveillance and the storage of biometric data

Parr Heel Blog
Presented by Anna Fiore, Ash Huggins, Autumn
Puello, Boatemma Agyeman-Mensah and Christina Oh

Past, Present, and Future
Throughout the year, we sought to expand the scope of
our pod’s work, putting out more posts than ever before.
This semester, we explored different formats for posts,
something we will continue to explore going forward!
New formats included:
●
Surveys
●
Collaborations with other Parr Heel projects
●
Infographic style posts.

Ash Huggins

Autumn Puello

The Ethics of Withdrawal: This article explored the ethical
implications of an occupying power withdrawing suddenly
from a territory, leaving chaos behind

Ethics of Accessibility in Pandemic:: I appreciated
having the opportunity to voice my concerns about the
issue of ethical conduct and standards in American
healthcare during the COVID-19 pandemic - there are
numerous individuals with differing disabilities who
have lost immense accessibility due to the government
mandates implemented in response to COVID

Top Five Lesser-Known Influences on International
Humanitarian Law: This article engaged with the history of
international law legislation to illustrate the progression of
contemporary international humanitarian law

Playing God to Crickets: This post was the most
enjoyable to write, as I never thought I would be dealing
with ethical dilemmas while working as a Breeder at a
cricket farm - and yet, questions about the value of life
and intelligence were immediately raised.

Christina Oh
Boatemma Agyeman-Mensah
Moral Injury: The Battlefield of Blackness in
America: Exploring how the moral injury that
occurs on battlefields parallels the survivor’s guilt
that plagues Black Americans everyday
UNC Affirmative Action: My thoughts on UNC’s
ongoing Affirmative-Action case between Black
and Asian college applicants as a Blasian woman

Environmental Organizations on Campus: In this post
I aimed to educate students on sustainable
environmental movements on campus in an
entertaining format. Much like a Buzzfeed article, I
thought the ranking and rating format would be
eye-catching, while also providing students a window
into different opportunities by which to help save our
planet.

Emily Bradbury
Mental Health Resources for Adolescence: This article
deals with the ethical issue of the lack of mental health
aid and resources for middle school-aged students, and
the necessity for these resources for their health and
success at this crucial developmental period

Ethics Bowl for Dummies: In creating a new section in
our Blog specifically for Ethics Bowl, I wanted to help
readers learn more about the format and goals of
NHSEB. We provide example cases as well as
information from members of the NHSEB pod itself,
which proves to be a unique educational experience.

We would like to thank the Parr Center for all its support, specifically our Director, Sarah Stroud, and our Director of Undergraduate Programming, Sally Moore, for motivating and inspiring us to expand our perspectives and pursue our ethical passions through our blog posts

